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Abstract. This paper presents a system for dense area based disparity
estimation from binocular rectified image sequences with the integration
of temporal evidence. The system is using dense 2D optical flow fields
and timely displaced disparity estimates to reason about the observed
3D scene flow. This scene flow is then exploited to strengthen timely
consistent observations in the disparity estimation. Moreover a novel
neighborhood assumption is presented, which allows to seamlessly implement the presented algorithm on the GPU. It is shown that by means
of the presented approach the sensitivity to noise and ambiguities observed with plain real-time disparity estimations can be improved, even
in fully dynamic scenarios with simultaneous movement of objects and
cameras.
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Introduction

Computing dense disparity maps from image sequences in real-time can be of
use in many applications like for instance in robot navigation, driver assistance,
video conferencing and mixed reality systems. Among the fastest algorithms are
winner takes all (WTA) approaches that search for a local cost optimum. The
needed data structures and performed calculations make these WTA approaches
suitable for the implementation on the GPU, which can rise the processing speed
even further [1]. A big disadvantage of these schemes is their sensitivity to image
noise and ambiguities, which makes the achieved results inconsistent and noisy.
One possibility to improve this sensitivity is to incorporate observations over
time.
Different approaches have been proposed to combine temporal and spatial
observations for the dense reconstruction of scene information. One group of
systems tries to estimate structure and motion with sub-pixel accuracy via the
minimization of an energy functional that contains data terms for optical flow
and disparity observations next to smoothness constraints[2, 3]. These systems
effectively estimate the 3D scene flow [4] and need a good initialization in form
of a disparity or depth map. These schemes are often cast in a variational framework and do not deliver results in real-time. A less costly energy minimization only uses data terms from disparity observations and incorporates temporal
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smoothness constraints to introduce temporal consistency into the estimation
[5]. Another approach is the use of Kalman filters for the integration of disparity
estimates over time [6, 7]. These systems run fast but need information about
the ego motion to adequately predict changes in disparity.
In [8] Gong proposes to use an area based search algorithm to estimate the
discrete disparity and the discrete 3D disparity flow from rectified stereo sequences. The 3D disparity flow is estimated on basis of a previously determined
disparity map and is then itself exploited to predict disparities for the subsequent
time frame. Predicted disparities are preferred in the search for a local optimum.
Thus this entwined estimation strengthens temporal consistent observations in a
local neighborhood, reducing ambiguities and noise. The system’s formulation is
based on fast WTA search algorithms and can be implemented on the GPU. Reported processing speeds were of above 17 FPS for images comprising 288 × 216
pixels, while searching in a space of 283 hypotheses [8] with 8bit numerical precision. Although the temporal motion of points has to stay within the bounds of
the chosen search range, no motion models, like in segmentation base approaches
, are applied and no ego motion estimation has to be performed to exploit the
temporal observations [6, 7]. This way full dynamic flexibility is granted to the
observations (within the bounds of the search ranges). Within this algorithm the
search for the optimal discrete 3D disparity flow is the most expensive part. A
major drawback is that the proposed left/right consistency cross-validation of
the 3D disparity flow, is not suited to incorporate discretization uncertainties.
This way many predictions are lost, especially when non-fronto-parallel objects
move in the images, which is quickly the case when the camera rig is changing its
pose. Since the prediction of disparities is the essential difference to plain disparity estimation, a lot of computational effort is in vain when the cross-validation is
too strict. To our knowledge Gongs proposition is the only real-time capable system incorporating temporal consistency to improve dense disparity estimation,
without the need of motion models and a priori knowledge.
In this paper an improvement to the propositions in [8] is presented. The central issue of the presented scheme is to incorporate the discretization uncertainty
into the cross-validation of the prediction. This is achieved by independently estimating the optical flow fields of the two views and using the discrepancy to
reason about the 3D disparity flow. Since this way more predictions pass into
the disparity estimation the effectiveness of the algorithm is increased especially
in sequences where the cameras are moving. Moreover the costly search for the
best 3D disparity flow proposed in [8] is avoided, reducing computational effort
and memory consumption. Additionally a novel neighborhood assumption is presented, which allows to formulate the algorithm in a backward looking fashion.
Hereby the algorithm’s efficiency is increased because it then seamlessly fits the
streaming architecture of GPUs and the forward warping step of prediction used
in [8] becomes unnecessary. A naive implementation of the presented algorithm
using Nvidia’s new CUDA Framework, thoroughly using 32bit floating point
precision, is processing images with 512 × 384 pixels and 121 hypotheses at a
rate of 9FPS. Due to the avoidance of 3D disparity flow estimation the reduced
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number of hypotheses is equivalent to the search range used in [8] and makes
the use of increased precession feasible.
In the following section the calculation of the cost volume is explained. This
cost volume is used to search for the hypotheses best explaining local optical flow
and disparity observations. An important issue in this cost volume calculation
is the introduction of a secondary process, which can be used to incorporate
predictions. The algorithm, which uses this facility to inject scene flow evidence
into the disparity estimation is then explained in section 3. Before the paper is
concluded in section 5, section 4 discusses the results achieved with this algorithm
in comparison to the plain disparity estimation and the proposition of [8].

2

Cost Space Calculation

From the field of dense disparity estimation the concept of a hypothesis image
(HI), the so called disparity space image (DSI) [9], is known. Expressed in a
more general fashion, the HI is representing the “evidence” for the correctness
of a hypothesis at a certain position of a particular image. A hypothesis might
be a disparity, a disparity flow vector [8] or even a homography [10]. In [11] a
good overview and characterization of the different approaches to the generation
of a HI is presented. This section describes the approach to the calculation of the
discrete HI used in this work. The proposed HI calculation can be separated into
three stages. Firstly pixel based matching costs are calculated. This is followed
by a cost adaption step that is controlled by a secondary process. In the final
step the costs for a single hypothesis are aggregated in a (spatial) neighborhood.
It is assumed that the HI shall be calculated for a finite set of hypotheses, in
which each element can be uniquely identified by an integer index h. HI[u, v, h]
denotes the “evidence” for the hypothesis h at the integer image coordinates
(u, v) within a reference image. In this work we are interested in two kinds of
hypotheses: on the one hand the discrete disparity and on the other hand the
discrete optical flow vector between two corresponding image points of different
images. This kind of hypotheses imply a mapping MIR ,IS from a position (u, v)
in the reference image IR to its corresponding image position (uS , vS ) in a second
image IS :
MIR ,IS (u, v, h) = (uS , vS ).
(1)
Under the assumption of intensity consistency, evidence for the correctness of a
hypothesis is found by comparison of the color values. Between two images IR
and IS with n channels this can be measured using a truncated mean of absolute
differences (TMAD)


X
1
R ,IS
|IR [u, v, c] − IS (MIR ,IS (u, v, h), c)|, Cmax  .
HIITMAD
[u, v, h] = min 
n
c∈[1,n]

(2)
The truncation in this measure limits the influence of false negative data in the
determination of the final result due to noise and occlusions. In order to further
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reduce ambiguities and the influence of noise, Gong [8] proposes a scheme that
reduces costs in the HI at positions that are consistent with an observed data
development over time. In the context of HI calculation this secondary process
(SP) is modeled to be a mapping of the evidence won from TMAD calculation
onto the adapted evidence volume HISP
SP : HITMAD 7→ HISP .

(3)

Section 3 presents our approach to the introduction of time consistent observations into the HI via this scheme. Assuming that neighboring pixels should
equally well support a potentially true hypothesis, the evidence is finally accumulated using a shiftable window approach. This can be efficiently implemented
by means of a simple aggregation with a (2N + 1) × (2N + 1) window of all costs,
followed by a minimum shift filtering with a filter size of (N + 1) × (N + 1):
X
1
HISP [u + i, v + j, h],
(4)
HIM SP [u, v, h] =
4N + 2
i,j∈[−2N,2N ]

HIshif t [u, v, h] =

3

min
i,j∈[−N,N ]

(HIMSP [u + i, v + j, h]) .

(5)

Disparity Estimation using Time Consistency Evidence

In this section the algorithm for the area based disparity estimation incorporating time consistency evidence is presented. The input to the algorithm is a
stream of rectified binocular images, captured by a fixed rig of two cameras. The
target of the algorithm is to estimate two disparity maps Dlt and Drt corresponding to the two isochronous, rectified images Ilt , Irt at a time instance t . Therefore
two cost volumes HIδIl ,Ir , HIIδr ,Il are calculated, applying the formulas described
in the previous section. The hypotheses tested are 1D discrete disparities δ from
a finite interval [δmin , δmax ] ⊂ N0 . Consequently the used coordinate mappings
are of the following shape1 :
MIR ,IS (u, v, δ) = (u ± δ, v) .

(6)

A local winner takes all (WTA) strategy is applied to select the hypothesis with
the lowest costs in a HI as the preliminary result of the estimation for each pixel
independently. This selection is only accepted as final estimate if it fulfills the
left/right consistency condition:
t
t
|DSt [u ∓ DR
[u, v], v] − DR
[u, v]| ≤ 1.

(7)

Since the chosen hypothesis is representing the best discrete fit to a continuous
phenomenon, a deviation of one disparity level between the different views is
tolerated.
1

Because the calculation of two disparity maps is described, which are symmetric up to
the sign of disparity, the indices R and S will be used as placeholders for formulations
in which both images can be interchanged without the loss of generality.If formulas
are valid for any images and no concrete image is meant the index is dropped.
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A central issue in the proposed disparity estimation is the incorporation of
the secondary process (eq. (3)), which in our case is based on the evaluation
of temporal observations. Therefore optical flow maps OFl , OFr are estimated.
I t ,I t−1

I t ,I t−1

l l
r r
Again a WTA selection of lowest costs from two cost volumes HIOF
, HIOF
is used. Hereby the cost volumes are constructed like described in section 2 but
without the application of eq. (3). These cost volumes are holding the evidence
for the correspondence of an image position in image I t to a position in the
image I t−1 via an optical flow vector (∆u, ∆v) ∈ [−M, M ]2 , M ∈ N. The index
hOF belonging to an optical flow hypothesis is then

hOF = (∆u + M ) + (∆v + M )(2M + 1) .

(8)

The two functions ∆u(hOF ) and ∆v(hOF ) invert eq. (8) by means of integer
devision and modulo operation to find the flow vector belonging to hypothesis
hOF . Consequently the needed coordinate mapping has the form:
MI t ,I t−1 (u, v, hOF ) = (u + ∆u(hOF ), v + ∆v(hOF )).

(9)

If the relative depth of a scene point to the cameras’ baseline changes, this
change in disparity ∆δ t can be observed in a difference of the first component
of the optical flow vectors at corresponding image positions:
t
(∆utS , ∆vSt ) = (∆utR ± ∆δ t , ∆vR
).

(10)

t
, ∆δ t ) is named disparity flow [2, 8]. If the disparity flow for
The tuple (∆utR , ∆vR
an image point (uR , vR ) at time instance t is known, it can be used to determine
the corresponding point (uS , vS ) from the previously calculated disparity map
t−1
DR
:
t−1
t
(uS , vS ) = (uR ± DR
[uR + ∆utR , vR + ∆vR
] ± ∆δ t , vR ) .
(11)

If the change in disparity is small the use of only the optical flow and the previous
disparity map, leads to a point (u0S , vS ) near the real correspondence:
t−1
t
(u0S , vS ) = (uS ∓ ∆δ t , vS ) = (uR ± DR
[uR + ∆utR , vR + ∆vR
], vR ) .

(12)

t
0
At the position (u0S , vS ) the optical flow (∆u0t
S , ∆vS ) = OFS [uS , vS ] is observed.
Assuming that the overall observed change in disparity is not above an integer
value ∆D, the two points (u0S , vS ) and (uR , vR ) are considered to belong to the
same object if the following two conditions are met:
t
t
t
|∆u0t
S − ∆uR | ≤ ∆D ∧ ∆vS = ∆vR ,
t−1
t
t
t
|DSt−1 [u0S + ∆u0t
S , vS + ∆vS ] − DR [uR + ∆uR , vR + ∆vR ]| ≤ 1 .

(13)
(14)

Eq. (13) states that points on the same object move according to eq. (10) and regards the unknown disparity change of up to ∆D. Eq. (14) excludes points whose
disparity difference at time instance t − 1 is outside the tolerated discrepancy
(eq. (7)) to lie on the same object. Points not having a valid disparity estimate
at t − 1 are not considered to belong to any object. Under the assumption that
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points which belong to the same object will have the same disparity flow, ∆δ t
can be calculated :
t
∆δ t = ∆u0t
(15)
S ∓ ∆uR .
This value is added to the previously estimated disparity and the result is entered
into a prediction map P t at the position (uR , vR )
t−1
t
PRt [uR , vR ] = DR
[uR + ∆utR , vR + ∆vR
] ± ∆δ t .

(16)

For each image stream a prediction map is calculated. These maps are warpings
of the previous disparity maps to the current time instance. Before the predictions are used in the cost adaption step of the disparity estimation (eq. (3)),
they also have to pass left/right consistency (see eq. (7)). The cost adaption eq.
(3) is realized as follows:
 1
HI[u, v, δ] , |P t [u, v] − δ| ≤ 1
.
(17)
(SP[HI, P t ])[u, v, δ] = sP
HI[u, v, δ] , else
A prediction is thus inducing the reduction of costs at up to three hypotheses
by a factor of s1P with sP > 1. This ’smear’ of the prediction is justified by
the expected precision of one disparity level. At the beginning of the estimation
t = 0, no optical flow estimation has been performed and thus no prediction
for the first disparity estimation is applied. Please observe that the change in
disparity is not estimated from a direct correspondence but from a neighborhood
assumption, this way a warping of the optical flow estimates can be avoided.
Moreover a discrepancy of one disparity in the cross-validation of the prediction
is tolerated.

4

Evaluation

The algorithm described in the previous section and the one proposed in [8]
use a cost reduction to introduce temporal observations into the disparity estimation. Since the cost adaption is performed before the aggregation with a
shiftable window, a neighborhood in the cost volume is affected. This way predictions can help to make the matching more unambiguous and at the same
time will have a smoothing effect. If no prediction is made, the algorithm falls
back to the behavior of local WTA disparity estimation using a shiftable window
aggregation.
The disparity estimation procedures described in the previous section and the
system presented in [8] were implemented to run on the GPU, using Nvidia’s
CUDA framework. In order to test the systems’ performances on dynamic scenes,
synthetic data was used, because hereby ground truth data is available. RGBColor image and corresponding depth image sequences with 512 × 384 pixels
resolution were generated, paying thorough attention to anti-aliasing. Synthetic
noise was used to simulate lighting effects and system noise in a post processing
step. For this normal distributions with zero mean and a normal deviations
of σ ∈ {0, 6} were used to individually offset each color-channel value in each
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image. In the following the observations made by simulating a forward moving
camera are presented. Two exemplary images and ground truth disparity maps
from the generated sequence are shown in fig. 4. The disparity search range

Fig. 1. First and last frame next to ground truth disparity maps from a synthetic image
sequence. The camera rig was steadily moving towards the arc, capturing 50 images.

was chosen to be [0, 39] hypotheses, while the optical flow displacement was
searched in an area of [−4, 4] × [−4, 4] pixels. The change in disparity ∆D was
expected to lie within 1 disparity level. This way our approach had to search in
121 hypotheses per pixel, while Gong’s scheme had to evaluate 283 hypotheses
per pixel. The cost truncation Cmax was set to 50, while a successful prediction
was reducing cost by one third (sP = 3). The shiftable window realization was
using a 9 × 9 aggregation window and a 5 × 5 shift filter in the optical flow
as well as in the disparity cost volume. The results of disparity estimation and
prediction from the first 20 frames of the sequence are displayed in fig. 2. The
left column is showing the number of correctly estimated pixels relative to the
overall number of pixels in the image. A pixel is considered to have a wrong
estimate, if it has been assigned a disparity that is more than 1 disparity away
from the ground truth. Estimates that assign a disparity to an occluded pixel or
declare a pixel occluded although it was visible, are also considered to be wrong.
The top column shows the correct estimates without noise. The line without any
symbol is depicting the results of plain disparity estimation (without the usage
of eq. (3)), while the line with rhombi is representing the outcome of [8]. The
crossed line is the result achieved with the scheme proposed in this paper. The
scene’s geometry and texture is advantageous for area based disparity estimation
and hence a lot of correct estimates are generated with the plain method. In the
beginning of the sequence a slightly higher error of the schemes with predictions
is observed. This is caused by the smoothing at discontinuities induced by the
cost reduction in combination with the used aggregation scheme. While the
camera rig moves forward the sampling of the geometry and its texture changes
differently in the left and right view over frames. Beginning at frame 15 the
windows above the arc start to have an ambiguous sampling in hypothesis space.
The maximum error is observed at frame 17. The estimated disparity map for
frame 17 resulting from Gong’s scheme is shown in the top of the center column
in fig. 2, while the disparity map generated with our proposal is shown next
to it. The plain disparity estimation result is shown next to the ground-truth
disparity map, which is the left most image in fig. 3. Without the smoothing
effect of the prediction the plain disparity estimation experiences the largest
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error. The explanation of the difference between Gong’s scheme and our proposal
can be seen in the prediction maps, which are shown in fig. 2 below the disparity
maps. Gong’s scheme has less predictions on the floor and and on the building
front, because it discards more estimates in the cross-validation. Consequently
the prediction is having a lower impact. In the same figures the results of the
disparity estimation on the image sequence with added noise are shown. It can
be observed how the temporal estimation component “automatically” selects
the observations above the noise level and stabilize the disparity estimation by
propagating this information in a local neighborhood via the shiftable window
aggregation.
Fig. 4 shows some exemplary results on real image data of 512 × 384 pixels. The camera was panning from bottom left to top right, in the meanwhile
a person was moving towards the camera. The captured sequence has many
low textured areas and is noisy. The same estimation parameters like for the
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Fig. 2. Left Column: Graphs show the development of correct estimates of the first
20 synthetic images at σ ∈ {0, 6}. Lines without any symbols represent the results with
plain disparity estimation. Rhombi show the results of the scheme from [8]. Crosses
display the outcome of the scheme proposed in this work. Middle column: Disparity
maps (top) and corresponding prediction maps (below) for frame 17 calculated with
[8]. Right column: Results achieved at frame 17 with the proposed scheme.
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Fig. 3. Left: ground truth disparity map of the 17th frame. Middle: result of plain
disparity estimation at σ = 0. Right: result of plain disparity estimation at σ = 6.

synthetic sequence were used to generate the presented results. The differences
between the different estimations are most prominent at the floor, the background, the chair and the person’s head, where the temporal evidence supports
the estimation. The corresponding prediction maps are also shown, in which the
increased effectiveness due to the propositions of this paper are clearly visible.

5

Conclusion

Local winner takes all search algorithms for dense disparity estimation are among
the fastest algorithm available for dense depth estimation. Because no global reasoning is applied the key to a good estimation result is a proper accumulation of

Fig. 4. Estimation results on real data. Shown are the frames 1, 30, 60 and 90 (from
top). The camera rig was steadily rotated to view into top-right direction. Meanwhile
a person is moving towards the cameras. The left column shows the color intensity
images captured. The second left column displays disparity estimates achieved with
plain shiftable window aggregation. The middle columns, show the prediction maps
(left) and the disparity maps determined with [8]. Results achieved with the proposed
scheme are shown in the right columns.
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evidence in the cost volume. In this work2 it was shown how to incorporate time
consistency evidence based on optical flow and previous disparity estimates. In
difference to previously proposed schemes the uncertainty due to the discrete hypotheses is regarded and the algorithm is therefore more effective. Furthermore
a novel neighborhood assumptions was presented, which makes the implementation more efficient. By exploitation of the computational power of modern GPUs
high processing speed is reached. Experiments have shown, that the approach
reduces the influence of ambiguities and noise in the disparity estimation of fully
dynamic scenarios, where objects and the cameras move independently at the
same time.
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